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 Building and scaling new value propositions 
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Source: Moore, “Crossing the Chasm”, 1991; C. Lee, V. Kumaar, S. Gupta: “Designing 
Premium”, HBR 2015

We must diversify our growth to achieve our ambitions
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Source: Grzgezorz Piechota, “Best Practices in driving subscription growth”, 2019

We will do this by segmenting the Australian audience and developing new propositions
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We now have a dual growth strategy. Delivering growth from our established news titles (‘the 
core’) while identifying new growth opportunities through Niche products. 

25% of our closing base in FY25 will 
come from products which did not 

exist in FY21

CAGR 38%

Growth in our core business remains 
a focus however is anticipated to 

slow as the business matures

CAGR 11%
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"There’s a big secret of the fast-growing brands. They don’t simply try new 
things. They follow a rigorous process to generate ideas, prioritise them, 
and validate with evidence. It’s both art and science, and it’s also fun for 

the cross-disciplinary teams involved and a way to unleash magic.”

Greg Piechota
Researcher-In-Residence
INMA
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Our audience identification process is ‘always on’ ensuring we create a pipeline of growth opportunities

MARKET SCANNING

Identify new opportunities by scanning the market for:
● Emerging trends (RADAR)
● Better understand and predict behaviours and preferences 

(Verity and Intel Engine)

A TECH STACK THAT SCALES

Foundational, enabling & differentiating capabilities that:
● Enables speed to market
● Ensures profitability through economies of scale 

 

NEW GROWTH TEAM

Established a centre of excellence to:
● Design and plan proposition
● Define business case and business requirements (incl. 

resourcing & opportunity cost) 
● Stand up and scale propositions 

ECONOMIC MODEL GUARDRAILS
  

Economic guardrails that define: 
● Minimum audience parameters
● Pricing and editorial cost guidelines
● Consumer revenue first, with commercial acceleration
● Revenue share models

Audience-led, 
data-informed & 

always on

!
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We developed a system to identify, stand up and scale up opportunities for growth.

Engagement 
& Data 

Science

Focus for today

Content Led 
Growth

Performance & 
Planning

5

Stand Up

3
Proposition 

Development

2
Audience 

Identification

1

Scale Up

4
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Prior to any investment due diligence must be done on audience opportunities and consumer proposition

Proposition Development

2
Audience Identification

1

● Our RADAR is always on looking for new audience 
opportunities or ways to meet more need of our 
existing audience

● Broad and integrated data sources from social 
listening, primary research and proprietary 
insights

● Understand the go-to-market strategy based on 
overlap with existing audiences (are you targeting 
a new audience or needs more needs of your 
existing audience?)

● Objective team using only insight initially to 
determine product and market fit

● The same process and framework used to assess 
every opportunity

● Prototype more than one proposition and iterate 
based on feedback from target audience, through 
focus groups
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We then stand up and scale up our new propositions

Scale Up

4
Stand Up

3

● Before you build:
○ Define the business model and 

commercialisation
○ Develop business case based on strategic 

alignment, feasibility and viability
○ Be clear on scope and project phasing

● While you build:
○ The same operating rhythm for every 

project
○ Fortnightly sprints with ongoing UX 

testing with target audience
○ Commence editorial operating rhythm 

and publishing cadence before you launch

Put aside everything you thought you ‘knew’ and learn through 
rapid experimentation. Multiple, scalable tests in parallel. Scale 
only what works. 

Performance 
& Planning1.

Audience 
Awareness 

Does our 
target 
audience 
understand 
what it is? 

2. 
Great Content

Are audiences 
converting 
once onsite 
and are we 
converting 
across a the 
range of 
genres?

3.
World-Beating 

UX

How fast is 
the site? How 
easy is it to 
navigate 
(taxonomy)? 
Whats the app 
rating?

4.
Undeniable 

Value

 How is our 
price placed 
against 
competitors? 
How does our 
depth of 
content 
compare?

Scale Up Criteria

+ + +
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The team must be organised around the growth system, not the other way around.

STAGE

TEAM

ACT.

GOV.

• Identify 
priority new 
audiences 
via RADAR

TIME Always on 3-6 months 6 months+

Start Up Scale up
Consumer

P&P

Growth 
Intelligence 

Centre
(GIC)

• Refine scope and requirements (content, paywall 
strategies, promotion, customer service)

• Build product and operating models to take 
proposition to market

• Pivot strategies to reach scale 
faster and deliver business 
case

• Iterate performance and 
accelerate speed of learning

• Optimise 
business 
performance 
to deliver 
budget

Identify Proposition Build & Launch Proposition to Scale Optimise

Run via 
Product 
Lifecycle 

Framework 

3 months

Proposition 
Development

• Develop and test 
consumer 
propositions

• Determine 
go-to-market 
strategy

• Develop business 
case for approval

Proposition and GTM Approach

• Bespoke governance process 
contingent on size and nature of 
proposition (e.g., organic or inorganic)

• Exec Chairman check-ins on 
proposition development and GTM 
approach via Consumer WIP 

Content

Marketing

Product

Commercial

Cross-functional SteerCo 
(Exec Chairman optional attendee)

Overall
Proposition

Check-ins via Editorial

Check-ins via Consumer

Check-ins via Digital Product Forum

Check-ins via WIP with assigned Publishing Board MD

Ongoing

BAU

News Advance 

Subscriptions 

E.G.
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A systematic approach to innovation has enabled us to launch four new products this year (so far)

Premium Sport Mind Games Wagering

November 2021 February 2022January 2022December 2021
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Case Study





Our relationship with sport and sports content has changed.

Sport was a religion.
Now it’s a lifeline.

From parochial fans 
to a global party.

The content 
landscape is now 
all-against-all. 

Our demand for sporting 
content is increasing, but 
we are not seeking more 

of the same
Source: Gemba Insights, Future of Sport Report



The Game reviews, previews, analysis
Social feeds, breakdowns, bitesize

Live play
Headlines, live coverage, magazine content

Entertainment
Fantasy, entertainment

Stories of Sport
In-depth, explorative, human

WHERE WILL WE PLAY?



THERE’S A LOT OUT THERE FOR FANS. 
BUT CODE IS FOR THE SPORT LOVER

THE FAN consumes the game
THE FAN wants the scores
THE FAN sees the celebrity
THE FAN enters battle
THE FAN seeks the what

THE LOVER immerses in the stories
THE LOVER searches for meaning
THE LOVER feels connected to the human
THE LOVER sees the legacy
THE LOVER searches for the why



STRATEGY ON A PAGE



CODE CONTENT

Click the tiles below to read more on these CODE exclusive stories.

Gymnastics can’t silence disturbing 
questions as Australian athletes and 
families speak out

READ MORE

Australian Open’s century-long 
grapple with gender equality, and the 
women who led the way

READ MORE

Mike Hussey: How I left the IPL in a 
clear body bag, as Covid-19 upended 
cricket and the world

READ MORE

https://www.codesports.com.au/more-sports/gymnastics-cant-silence-disturbing-questions-as-australian-athletes-and-families-speak-out/news-story/5da85aaf8aa8f72502d9e59ba71b0523
https://www.codesports.com.au/more-sports/gymnastics-cant-silence-disturbing-questions-as-australian-athletes-and-families-speak-out/news-story/5da85aaf8aa8f72502d9e59ba71b0523
https://www.codesports.com.au/tennis/australian-open/australian-opens-centurylong-grapple-with-gender-equality-and-the-women-who-led-the-way/news-story/5a91254ca9e445ba49ed9b40b0f73b62
https://www.codesports.com.au/tennis/australian-open/australian-opens-centurylong-grapple-with-gender-equality-and-the-women-who-led-the-way/news-story/5a91254ca9e445ba49ed9b40b0f73b62
https://www.codesports.com.au/cricket/mike-hussey-how-i-left-the-ipl-in-a-clear-body-bag-as-covid19-upended-cricket-and-the-world/news-story/46a643e14c50718b985e23d1c779bdba
https://www.codesports.com.au/cricket/mike-hussey-how-i-left-the-ipl-in-a-clear-body-bag-as-covid19-upended-cricket-and-the-world/news-story/46a643e14c50718b985e23d1c779bdba
https://www.codesports.com.au/more-sports/gymnastics-cant-silence-disturbing-questions-as-australian-athletes-and-families-speak-out/news-story/5da85aaf8aa8f72502d9e59ba71b0523
https://www.codesports.com.au/tennis/australian-open/australian-opens-centurylong-grapple-with-gender-equality-and-the-women-who-led-the-way/news-story/5a91254ca9e445ba49ed9b40b0f73b62
https://www.codesports.com.au/cricket/mike-hussey-how-i-left-the-ipl-in-a-clear-body-bag-as-covid19-upended-cricket-and-the-world/news-story/46a643e14c50718b985e23d1c779bdba


1 - Home Screen

The CODE app was co-created with a ‘sports lovers’ audience

2 - My CODE 3 - Match Centre

Apple Store 
Rating

4.7/5



LAUNCH CONTRIBUTORS

Patty Mills, Steve Smith and Ash Barty took part in the launch 
with their announcement as contributors to CODE.

CLICK TO PLAY THE LAUNCH ANNOUNCEMENT VIDEO

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XzI-lJtFVb67w_-_mNJ7cLti9306kBqy/view?usp=sharing


EARLY RESULTS ARE STRONG AND IMPROVING AS THE NEWS CYCLE STRENGTHENS 

Conversion Rate Cannibalisation Rate Retention RateAudience Growth

10x 
Improvement (PVs) 
since launch week 
and building 
exponentially.

4x 
Better than The 
Australian, Herald 
Sun and Daily 
Telegraph.

1.1% 
Compared to our 
business case of 
14%.

+9 ppts
Stronger than our 
Metro title average 
and our business 
case.
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Wrap Up 

● Many digital subscription businesses have matured requiring a ‘dual 
growth’ approach

● Invest in your lego blocks. Core technology that enables efficiency

● Follow a rigorous process with clear lines of accountability and hand 
off points

● Organise for growth. New product development should not jeopardize 
‘core’ growth

● Innovate with different editorial models to lower entry costs

● The hard work starts after you launch (Scale Up)
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Thankyou. 


